
Speaking before Congress on April 28,
President Joe Biden proposed to "change
the game" when it comes to taxes, and called
for increasing tax rates on capital gains. In
addition, current leadership in Congress has
made clear their intent to change the
treatment of capital gains.

Doubling the capital gains tax on small
business investment is shortsighted,
soundbite-driven policy. Small business
owners and investors commit years working
to grow small businesses and create jobs.
Tax increases on long-term capital gains –
on small business owners, their families and
their investors – are the exact opposite of
what we need to re-energize our economy
and to expand upward mobility. 
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THERE IS POWER

IN NUMBERS

Overview

Now is the time to stand together.
Changing the treatment of capital gains would be particularly painful to the funds that invest in
America’s smaller businesses. These tax changes are being pushed through rapidly under the
pretext that they only impact Wall Street and a handful of uberwealthy individuals, but the truth is
that small business investors and growing small businesses will suffer a direct hit and be
disproportionately affected by these tax increases. The threat is real, and it is now.

why we must act

The Biden plan would increase

the top capital-gains tax rate to

43.4% from 23.8% for those

earning over $1 million.

 
The Wall Street Journal

May 5, 2021

In addition to a return to pre-2017

income tax rates for the highest

earners, Biden proposes to...tax capital

gains upon death and to increase the

capital gains tax rate to nearly 40%...

 

CNBC
May 3, 2021

https://www.sbia.org/capital-gains-task-force/
https://www.sbia.org/capital-gains-task-force/
https://www.sbia.org/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/democratic-control-sparks-unease-in-private-equity-11610105400
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/03/biden-and-mcconnell-toughen-their-positions-on-tax-hikes.html


be engaged

Be part of the solution.
The Capital Gains Task Force is a group of lower middle market private equity firms working to
mitigate tax increases on small business investment and to support tax policy that encourages
small business growth and job creation. Through education, the Task Force will show policymakers
how constituents benefit from the positive impact of private investment in local businesses and
communities, and demonstrate that raising capital gains taxes on small business investment would
hinder job creation and be detrimental to expanding economic opportunity for all Americans.  The
Task Force will:

be informed

Provide data to key members of Congress. 
Educate congressional staff. 
Provide testimony and letters for the
record. 
Conduct targeted congressional meetings.
Propose alternate legislative language.
Be a resource for key political and financial
reporters and targeted PE publications.
Place op-eds with local and regional outlets
around the country.
Work with academic partners to highlight
the negative impact specific to the middle
market.

Get a Seat at the table

or stay on the menu
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Stay in the loop. 
Join the Task Force and share your stories in
local and regional news outlets. Task Force
members are included in daily and weekly
communications, strategy meetings and
updates. 
Help us tell the Private Capital story > 

To join the Task Force, please contact
capgains@sbia.org or (202) 628-5055.

 
Visit Invest-America.org for additional

information and resources.

Congressional leaders have made clear their
intent to increase taxes ...

Senate Finance Committee Chair Ron Wyden
“President Biden and I are on the same page
when it comes to equalizing the treatment of
wages and wealth, and I will be unveiling
additional proposals to achieve that goal.”

“On the Finance Committee we will be ready
to raise whatever sums the Senate
Democratic caucus thinks are necessary.” 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
Defended the Biden proposal “... to reverse
some of what the Republicans did in their
[2017] tax scam...” where “...(t)hey protected
and even added more loopholes for the
richest.”

What they are saying

https://www.sbia.org/
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